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Abstract—Performance efficiency and scalability are the major design goals for high performance computing (HPC) applications. However, it is challenging to achieve high efficiency and scalability for such applications due to complex underlying hardware architecture, inefficient algorithm implementation, suboptimal code generation by the compilers, inefficient parallelization, and so on. As a result, the HPC community spends a significant effort detecting and fixing the performance bugs frequently appearing in scientific applications. However, it is important to accumulate the experience to guide the scientific software engineering community to write performance-efficient code.

In this paper, we investigate open-source HPC applications to categorize the performance bugs and their fixes and measure the programmer’s effort and experience to fix them. For this purpose, we first perform a large-scale empirical analysis on 1729 HPC performance commits collected from 23 real-world projects. Through our manual analysis, we identify 186 performance issues from these projects. Furthermore, we study the root cause of these performance issues and generate a performance bug taxonomy for HPC applications. Our analysis identifies that inefficient algorithm implementation (39.3%), inefficient code for target micro-architecture (31.2%), and missing parallelism and inefficient parallelization (14.5%) are the top three most prevalent categories of performance issues for HPC applications. Additionally, to understand how the performance bugs are fixed, we analyze the performance fix commits and categorize them into eight performance fix types. We further measure the developer’s efforts and expertise required to fix performance bugs. The analysis identified that performance bug fixes are complicated with a median patch size (LOC) of 35 lines and are mostly fixed by experienced developers.

Index Terms—Empirical Study, HPC, Performance Bugs, Performance Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

High performance computing (HPC) enables the scientific and engineering community to solve large-scale computational problems. These computational problems have a wide range of applications, such as climate modeling and forecasting [1], cancer research [2], drug discovery [3], nuclear energy [4], national security [5], automotive design [6] and so on. However, unlike other applications, HPC applications require processing a large volume of data and solving complex computational problems at high speed. For this purpose, the HPC applications execute the computational problems on massively parallel architectures. However, writing a performance-efficient and scalable HPC application is a challenging task.

One of the challenges in writing an efficient HPC application arises due to complex underlying hardware architecture. HPC applications are targeted to run on multi-core CPU architectures, GPUs, and related accelerators. However, these micro-architectures have complex memory, and execution model [7]. Inefficient implementation of computational kernels for the target micro-architecture incur significant performance overhead [8]. Additionally, compilers often generate suboptimal code resulting in low performance [9]. Unnecessary and redundant computation is another source of inefficiency found in HPC applications [10]. As a result, the developers put significant effort into identifying and fixing the performance bugs in the HPC applications. Nevertheless, it is important to accumulate the lessons learned in fixing the performance bugs, inform the HPC developers about the common performance pitfalls, and further guide the software engineering researcher to develop novel tool support.

Previously, many empirical studies were conducted in various domains to understand the fundamental root causes of performance bugs [11]–[13] and how developers dealt with them [14]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no empirical study on HPC performance bugs has been undertaken, even though it is crucial for overall software quality in the HPC domain.

In this paper, we perform an empirical study of HPC performance commits to bridge the knowledge gap between the HPC application developer and the real-world HPC performance bugs. Apart from that, we also analyzed how complicated HPC performance bugs are to fix, as well as the developers’ experience to fix the performance bugs. In particular, we aim to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1 (Causes of inefficiency):** What are the common types of performance bugs in HPC applications?
- **RQ2 (Optimizing performance):** How are performance bugs optimized in the context of HPC applications?
- **RQ3 (Bug fixing effort):** How difficult it is to fix performance bugs in HPC applications?
- **RQ4 (Developer’s expertise):** Does domain expertise play a role to fix performance inefficiency? How skilled are the HPC application developers to solve performance bugs?

However, conducting an empirical investigation on the performance issues of HPC applications based on commit activity
poses significant challenges. First, the performance commits often lack adequate information to identify the root cause of performance bugs. Second, performance commits often involve multiple bug fixes in a large number of source files. As a result, it becomes challenging to identify the root cause of the bug and characterize the performance fixes.

In this study, we first carefully select 23 open-source HPC projects with more than 1000 commits and 20 stars. Through repository mining on these selected projects, we identified 1729 probable performance commits. To filter false-positive, we perform a manual analysis and determine 186 performance commits. We then manually investigate each performance commit to answer the above-mentioned research questions.

By answering the above questions, we aim to understand common characteristics of performance bugs in HPC applications. From our analysis, we identified that HPC performance bugs, such as performance portability, inefficient compiler-generated code, and so on, are nontrivial and require a good understanding of underlying architecture, compiler optimization, programming language, and the algorithm of the computational kernel. Based on our analysis, we created an HPC performance bug taxonomy with 10 main categories of performance bugs. Besides the performance bug understanding, our finding also comes up with a performance optimization catalog that can assist developers in fixing the performance bug more effectively and efficiently. Finally, our analysis also pointed out that HPC performance bugs require more complicated solutions and developer experience. The finding constitutes a call for action for scientific application developers and researchers to develop performance analysis tools to detect inefficiencies, a recommendation system for the developers for optimization, and automatic generation of performance fixes.

In summary, our study makes the following contributions:

- We construct a data set of HPC performance inefficiencies that we used for our analysis. The dataset can be further utilized in future research on developing tools and techniques for detecting and fixing HPC performance bugs.
- We developed a taxonomy of HPC performance bugs or inefficiencies\(^1\) that can assist developers in being aware of such inefficiencies.
- Our performance optimization catalog can be utilized by developers as a guideline as well as to help researchers generate recommendation systems to fix performance issues.
- Finally, our analysis of HPC performance bug fix complexity and developer experience will help us understand the characteristics of HPC performance bugs and provide guidance to develop advanced tools for automatic detection and fixing performance bugs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section III, IV, V, and VI, respectively. Section VII, captures any threats to the validity of our study. Section VIII captures the research findings. Finally, Section IX includes the related works to our study, and Section X draws a conclusion for this paper.

**Replication:** Our replication package is available at https://figshare.com/s/00c24aae3177e45db7ab for further study.

**II. METHODOLOGY**

This section explains how we prepare the dataset for HPC applications and examine the performance bugs to understand the root causes of performance bugs and classify them into the appropriate category. Figure 1 shows the overview of our research approach.

![Fig. 1. Overview of Research Approach](image)

**A. Dataset Preparation**

Since our study focuses on HPC applications, which is a broad domain, it was not practical to analyze all the open-source HPC applications. Therefore, we at first manually curated a list of open-source HPC projects developed by national labs (LLNL, ORNL, NERSC), the Department of Defence, and academia. We then filtered the popular projects based on stars. We labeled the projects into scientific computing domains such as Molecular Dynamics, Linear Algebra, Finite Element and Monte Carlo simulations, Machine Learning, Programming Models, etc. We selected those applications that have more than 1000 commit counts and 20 stars in their respective repositories. Due to time limitations, we chose a subset (23) of the projects to study in detail. The list of the applications is shown in Table I. These applications have existed for many years and are well-maintained, indicated by commit count and their popularity indicated by star count. Also, We consider a wide range of domains (4\(^{th}\) column in the table) to improve coverage.

**B. Collecting candidate performance commits**

To study the performance bugs and their fixes, we automatically mine performance-related commits from our curated list of HPC repositories by using a tool built upon JGit [38]. To identify performance-related commits, we adopt a keyword-based searching approach similar to prior work [11] [39] [40] [41]. Specifically, our tool returns all the GitHub commits from these repositories that contain a performance-related keyword (performance, speed up, accelerate, fast, efficient, optimize, etc.) in their title or description.

---

\(^1\)The terms *performance inefficiency* and *performance bugs* are used interchangeably throughout this paper.
This keyword-based filtering resulted in only selecting 1729 candidates of performance-related commits. To filter out false positives from these candidate commits, we performed a manual analysis explained in the following subsection.

C. Manual analysis of performance commits

Similar to prior studies [11], [12], [40], [42], [43], we manually categorize HPC performance bugs by their root causes. Specifically, we performed an iterative manual analysis to analyze and categorize the HPC performance bugs that lasted over seven months. Overall, we invested over 1900 man-hours in manually examining the potential performance commits, and extracting detailed information about these performance issues and optimizations to obtain the initial taxonomy. The iterations are as follows:

Iteration I: First, all four authors analyzed the 1729 candidate commits separately to identify whether the commit was performance-related. For this purpose, the authors evaluated the commit messages, bug patches, developer’s comments, and pull request discussion to find any references to performance improvement; and tagged them as performance or non-performance. However, from the source code history, it is difficult to differentiate whether it is an actual performance bug or incremental implementation and improvement. While doing manual analysis, we eliminated commits with more than 20 source file changes to avoid the risk of adding noise to the labeled data. These commits can be characterized as tangled commits [44], which makes it difficult to determine the true objective of the code. Moreover, prior work identifies 89% of the bugs can be localized with 20 files [45]. Several other SE researchers adopted this heuristic either in empirical studies on bugs [46] or bug prediction [47]. We follow the heuristic to limit the cognitive overload of manual analysis and tangled commits. To finalize this initial iteration, we had a consensus agreement meeting among all authors to further discuss the process and resolve conflicts. With this iteration, we confirmed 186 performance bugs, similar in size to other existing studies [11], [40] that required manual inspection.

Iteration II: We further independently reviewed, analyzed, and labeled each of the 186 identified performance bugs based on the root cause of those bugs. To obtain a meaningful domain-specific taxonomy, we consider the construct of underlying microprocessor architecture (CPU vs. GPU), memory subsystem (Cache vs. global memory vs. register), aspects of parallel and concurrent computing, parallel programming models (OpenMP, CUDA, Kokkos), and compiler optimization techniques. We performed evidence-based analysis to determine the root cause of a performance bug. We evaluated the commit message, developer’s comments, and pull request discussion of a commit to find any references to performance bugs. We further went through the related white literature (scientific publications) and gray literature (tutorials, developers guide) to understand the nature of the performance bugs. It is to be noted that gray literature is accepted in the SE community [48], especially for emerging technologies. For instance, the GROMACS-8aa14d1 commit’s message mentions that for reduction operation it prefers shared memory over global memory in GPU. To understand the root cause, all the authors study the memory architecture of the Nvidia GPU and the best practice guide [49]. Since the global memory has more access latency than shared memory, we identify the root cause of this performance inefficiency as inefficient GPU memory access.

In the end of this iteration, we again had a reconciliation meeting to discuss the differences. For cases of disagreement, we performed evidence-based discussion mentioned above on the root causes and finally, we decided based on voting. Following an in-depth inspection and discussion, we agreed on a common label for each of the 186 performance bugs.

For both iterations, we calculated the Fleiss’ kappa value between the observations of the authors for measuring inter-rater agreement. The score for classifying the commits into performance or non-performance categories is 0.64. The Fleiss’ kappa value on root-cause classification is 0.72. Both values show substantial agreement (0.61-0.80:implies substantial agreement) on performance bug detection and categorization.

III. RQ1: CAUSES OF INEFFICIENCY

We studied 186 performance commits from 23 open-source HPC projects and categorized them into 10 major categories. Figure 2 shows the detailed taxonomy of the HPC performance inefficiencies. In the rest of the section, we discuss each category of inefficiency and its root causes.

A. Inefficient algorithm, data structure, computational kernel, and their implementation (IAD)

We found that 73 out of 186 commits (39.3%) fix the performance issues that originated from the poor algorithm and data structure design and implementation. These inefficiencies include using computationally expensive operations (29), redundant operations (16), unnecessary operations (13),
use of inefficient data structure (9), repeated function calls (3), and use of improper data types (3).

1) Computationally expensive operation: Applications with this inefficiency pattern perform a set of operations that incurs high-computational overhead at the runtime. Some sources of these expensive operations include using an inefficient algorithm or computational kernel, expensive runtime evaluation instead of compile-time evaluation, expensive data-structure traversals, and higher-precision arithmetic operations. However, from the commits, we observe that this computational overhead can be bypassed on many occasions using techniques such as compile-time evaluation, algorithmic strength reduction or approximation, caching, and reduced precision arithmetic.

```c++
void bilateralKernel(
    ...,
    -gauss2d[ly*window_size+lx] = exp((x*x) + (y*y))
    - / (-2.f * variance_space);
    +gauss2d[ly*window_size+lx] = __expf((x*x) + (y*y))
    + / variance_space);
    
Listing 1. CUDA's exp() function is computationally expensive than __expf().
```

For instance, the Listing 1 depicts the partial commit, ArrayFire-d0d87ab from ArrayFire. According to the commit, ArrayFire’s bilateral filter kernel uses CUDA’s [50] exponential function exp(). The exp() implements a double precision exponential function which is computationally expensive. On the other hand, CUDA implements a less computationally expensive alternative, __expf() , with fewer native instructions. However, __expf() suffers from accuracy loss compared to exp(). Since the algorithm can tolerate the loss of accuracy, using computationally expensive exp() instead of __expf() is causing performance inefficiency.

2) Redundant operations: This category of inefficiencies arises due to the iterative execution of an operation while the operation itself is invariant of the iteration, making iterative execution redundant. MFEM-2c9ee23 commit of MFEM reports such inefficiency. Listing 2 depicts the relevant changes of the commit. According to the commit, the MFEM’s MultTranspose function performs a multiplication of a dense matrix loc_prol with vectors and transposed in a hot loop via the MultTranspose function call. However, matrix loc_prol does not change over the iteration. As a result, based on the multiplication property of transpose, the transpose operation on each iteration is redundant and can be carried out outside the loop.

```c++
void OrderTransferOperator::MultTranspose(const Vector &x, Vector &y) const
    ...,
    *subY.SetSize(loc_prol.Width());
    +loc_prol.Mult(subX, subY);
    
Listing 2. Redundant transpose operation in loop.
```

3) Unnecessary operations: In such cases, the inefficient code performs a computation or data access whose results were never used in the algorithm. For instance, OpenFOAM-dev-91e84b9 commit identifies such inefficiency. The Listing 3 depicts the partial commit where OpenFOAM-dev's stochasticCollision algorithm checks whether all parcels collide regardless of their associativity to cells. However, since parcels belonging to different cells will never collide, many collision checks are unnecessary, resulting in poor performance of the algorithm.

```c++
void Foam::ORourkeCollisionCloudType::collide(const scalar dt)
    -forAllIter(typeName CloudType, this->owner{}, iter1){
    +forAllIter(typeName CloudType, this->owner{}, iter2){
        // Create a list of parcels in each cell
        +List<DynamicList<parcelType>> pInCell{this->owner().mesh}
            .nCells();
        + // iterate the cell list
        +for (label celli=0; celli<this->owner().mesh().nCells(); celli++){
            + // compare parcels within the cell
            +for (pInCell[celli].size(); j++){
                +bool massChanged = collideParcels(dt, p1, p2, m1
                    m2);
```

Listing 3. Unnecessary traversal in collision detection.
4) **Inefficient data-structure:** We found that 7 out of 9 commits of this category fix performance bugs originating from choosing an inefficient data structure library. For instance, TileDB-d51b082 commit reported that the read query implemented using `forward_list` from C++’s Standard Template Library (STL) [51] is performing slower. The `forward_list` implements a linked list data structure. As a result, traversing `forward_list` results in a poor data locality compared to other cache-efficient data structures such as STL’s `vector`.

B. **Inefficient code for underlying micro-architecture (MA)**

We found 58 commits (31.8%) to fix the performance bugs that originated from inefficient code for underlying hardware micro-architecture. High-performance computing application’s performance is susceptible to memory access latency, hazards in the instruction pipeline, branch divergence, and many other micro-architectural nuances.

1) **Inefficiency due to memory/data locality:** The principle of locality heavily influences modern processors design choices. According to the principle, applications tend to access a small set of data repeatedly. Modern processors implement hierarchical data storage to reduce memory latency of these frequently accessed data. Register memory, the fastest data storage, resides next to the processor. The processors implement a limited number of registers. As a result, efficient utilization of the registers is important for high performance. Cache memories residing next to registers can contain more data at a relatively higher access latency than the registers. Again, processors implement multi-level cache, where data access from the far-caches incurs higher latency. Modern GPU architectures further implement various types of cache-memory targeting application’s memory access patterns. Due to the complexity of the memory hierarchy of modern processors, it is often challenging to write efficient code. Our empirical study finds 36 commits (19.4%) that fix these various memory/data locality challenges.

a) **Inefficient cache access:** We found 18 commits fix inefficiencies arise due to poor cache utilization resulting in high memory access latency.

One such example is false sharing. False sharing occurs when two or more threads run on two or more CPU cores and access two different memory addresses in the same cache line. Such access causes cache line eviction from one CPU core and vice versa and increases cache miss. For example, the Kokkos-75fd8bc commit reported a false sharing in it’s random number pools which are shared by multiple threads. Since the array of elements per thread is small, they share cache line and causes false-sharing. The commit fixes the issue by padding the array so that elements in the array reside in the separate cache line. The commit reported 200x improvement for 20 threads on the Intel Skylake machine running the random number test case.

Another example of such inefficiency is non-linear data access that causes poor spatial locality. Spatial locality, a kind of data locality, states that given data access, nearby memory locations will be referenced soon. To realize the property, a cache-line, the basic building block of a cache, holds consecutive memory addresses. Any high-performance application traverses memory non-linearly will fail to utilize the cache-line locality and incur significant memory latency. For instance, the cp2k-7b34ac6 commit identifies that cp2k’s `Gamma_P_ia` had poor spatial locality due to its access pattern.

b) **Inefficient GPU-memory access:** Modern GPU processors implement multiple device memory spaces such as global, local, shared, constant, texture memory, and register files [7]. Depending on the data-access pattern, each type of memory has advantages and disadvantages. From our empirical study, we observe that 18 commits (9.7%) fix the inefficient use of GPU memory.

We found 6 GPU memory-related commits using high-latency global memory. All threads can access data stored in global memory in the GPU. However, global memory has more access latency than shared, constant, and textured memory. As a result, it is important to reduce global memory use when possible. For example, the GROMACS-8a14d1 commit identifies that GROMACS’ bonded kernel performs a reduction operation across all the threads using atomic instruction on global memory. However, performing the reduction operation on high-latency global memory is unnecessary in many cases. For example, the threads residing in the same warp can perform the reduction operations in low-latency shared memory, avoiding expensive global memory access. However, the implementation fails to realize this property and suffers from a performance bottleneck.

Due to limited space in register files, efficient register use is important to reduce register spilling. We found three commits that fix GPU-register spilling. For instance, the QUDA-b7857af commit identifies register spilling in Lattice-QUDA’s `dslash4_domain_Wall_4d` kernel. The kernel used registers to store coefficients. However, since the coefficients are not updated during kernel execution, keeping them in the registers instead of constant memory increases register pressure, resulting in register spilling.

We found two commits that fix an inefficient host-device communication. Data movement between the host CPU and the GPU causes significant performance overhead. The CUDA `cudaMemcpy` copies data between the host and device synchronously. Due to this blocking call, it fails to overlap the computation and communication and thus fails to mask communication latency. For instance, the ginkgo-154aafb commit identifies that ginkgo’s `residual_norm_reduction` performs a synchronous data copy using `cudaMemcpy`. However, these high latency blocking function calls can be avoided by copying the data asynchronously during kernel launch time.

If the source or destination in host memory is not allocated as pinned, the host-device memory copy will require to transfer the data to a pinned memory at first. This causes an extra data copy and causes significant performance overhead. One such example is identified in the OpenMM-926e7b9 commit, where OpenMM’s `CudaCalcAmoebaVdwForceKernel` transfers the context parameter `VdwLambda` from host to
device using unpinned host memory.

```c
void transpose(Param<T> out, CParam<T> in,
   dim_type nonBatchBlkSize)
{
  ...  
  #pragma unroll
  - for (dim_type repeat = 0; repeat < TILE_DIM;
    
    repeat += blockDim.y) {
    #pragma unroll
    ...  
  }

Listing 4. Commit identifies missed loop unroll opportunity.
```

2) Sub-optimal code generation by compiler: On several occasions, the compiler fails to statically reason about the most opportunities of a source code. We found 9 commits (4.8%) fixed the sub-optimal code generated by the compiler.

a) Loop unrolling: Loop unrolling is a type of loop optimization where the loop body is replicated multiple times to reduce the loop iterations. Loop unrolling enables opportunities for instruction-level parallelism where the processor can perform simultaneous execution of independent instructions. Compilers often miss the opportunity for loop unrolling due to the inability to statically determine the number of loop iterations and the memory access patterns. We found 5 commits fix missed opportunities for loop unrolling. For instance, the ArrayFire-7f3e1e commit identifies the missed opportunity of loop unrolling, resulting in suboptimal code execution. As shown in Listing 4, ArrayFire’s transpose kernel uses `#pragma unroll` directive to guide the CUDA compiler to unroll the loop. However, the compiler fails to determine the memory accesses statically during compile time.

```c
int num_teams = (num_rows+num_rows%1024)/1024;
for (int repeat = 0; repeat < TILE_DIM;
    repeat += blockDim.y) {
    #pragma unroll
    ...  
}

Listing 5. Vectorization of the loop achieves 1.5x speedup
```

b) Function inlining: Function inlining is a compiler optimization technique where the body of the called function replaces a function call. On the one hand, function inlining can eliminate function call-related overhead, such as passing arguments and handling return value, and reduces register spilling. On the other hand, this optimization further opens many other intra-procedural optimization opportunities. However, the performance impact of function inlining is not always obvious and depends on the function, and it’s invocation pattern. Previous literature has shown that function inlining optimization may or may not occur depending on the compiler version [9]. In our empirical study, we have found 3 performance commits manually direct the compiler to inline a function. For instance, the libMesh-e0374af commit identifies that libMesh’s BoundingBox::contains_point method implemented small helper function `is_between` to make `contains_point()` more readable. However, the compiler does not generate `is_between` as an inline and misses many optimization opportunities.

C. Missing parallelism (MP)

We found that around 13 commits (7%) fix the missing parallelism in the original code. We observe a range of parallelism is introduced, including Vector parallelism/SIMD Parallelism (5), GPU parallelism (2), Instruction level parallelism (1), and Task parallelism (5).

1) SIMD parallelism:: The QUDA-5f028db commit identifies the missing SIMD parallelism. The Listing 5 depicts the partial commit. As shown in the listing, QUDA’s FloatNOrder::load() function has an inner loop performing consecutive memory access. However, the code fails to use SIMD intrinsic to get the benefits of parallel load/store operation.

2) GPU parallelism:: The commit HYPRE-a05d194 identifies missing GPU parallelism. The Listing 6 highlights the commit where it shows that HYPRE’s hypre_ParCSRRelax function iterates a loop sequentially to read and write to an array and fails to use GPU parallelism.

```c
++#if defined(HYPRE_USING_OPENMP_OFFLOAD)
+  int num_teams = (num_rows*num_rows%1024)/1024;
+  #pragma omp target teams distribute
++parallel for private(i) num_teams(num_teams)
++thread_limit(1024) is_device_ptr(u_data,v_data,
++li_norms)
++#endif
++
+ for (i = 0; i < num_rows; i++)
++
```

Listing 6. Missed GPU parallelism in HYPRE

3) Task parallelism:: The commit GOMC-37a6bdf identifies that in GOMC’s CalculateEnergy::ParticleInter function, the energy calculation of Monte Carlo simulation could not take full advantage of the parallelism provided by multi-core processors. As shown in Listing 7, the outer loop first iterates over all the trials, then performs the energy calculation, which could be divided into independent tasks for a partition range and executed in different threads to exploit task parallelism for efficiency.

```c
- for (t = 0; t < trials; ++t){
-    #pragma omp parallel sections private(start, end)
-    + {
-    #pragma omp section
-    + if(schedule(start, end, p, 0, trials)
-    + ...
```

Listing 7. Missing task parallelism in GOMC.

D. Inefficient parallelization (PO)

We found that 13 commits (7%) fix inefficient parallel code regions. Among these commits, 11 commits fix the inefficient work partitioning for the target accelerator.
Efficiently implementing a parallel algorithm on GPU architecture requires consideration of underlying GPU architecture. Modern GPU architectures are complex consisting of several streaming multiprocessors (SM) where each SM executes a set of threads known as warps. To fully utilize the GPU parallel capability, developers require to correctly split the parallel workload. An inefficient workload mapping results in load imbalance and high thread management overhead.

The commit QUDA-4ef8d8a identifies such inefficiency in QUDA’s Multi-Reduce kernel. In the kernel, the block size, a CUDA programming abstraction, was incorrectly set that causing under-utilization of warps in SM.

E. Inefficient Concurrency control (ICS)

Our study found 7 commits (3.8%) fix the concurrency and synchronization-related performance bugs. These performance bugs include unnecessary locks (3), inappropriate lock granularity (1), use of inefficient locking mechanism (1), and unnecessary thread synchronization (2).

The commit OpenBLAS-3119b2a identifies unnecessary locks in OpenBLAS’s alloc_mmap function. Listing 8 depicts the case, where the function holds the alloc_lock while accessing global data structure release_info. However, the code causes performance inefficiency when OpenMP thread parallelism is enabled. Since OpenMP already imposes a lock, this explicit locking is unnecessary.

```
1 static void *alloc_mmap(void *address)
2 {#if defined(SMP) && defined(USE_OPENMP)
3  LOCK_COMMAND(&alloc_lock);
4  release_pos ++;
5  release_info[release_pos].func = alloc_mmap_free;
6  release_info[release_pos].address = map_address;
7  LOCK_COMMAND(&alloc_lock);
8 #endif
9 }
```

Listing 8. Unnecessary locking for OpenMP based multi-threading.

F. Inefficient memory management (IMM)

We found 13 commits (7%) that fix inefficient memory management-related issues, including memory leak, redundant memory allocation, and repeated calls for allocation.

The OpenBlas-d744c95 commit identifies repeated allocation in OpenBLAS’s exec_threads function. The function allocates buffer by calling blas_memory_alloc function. The exec_threads function is called by all the participating threads, which incurs a runtime overhead.

G. Other forms of inefficiencies

Our study finds a small set of other forms of inefficiencies including unintentional programming logic error (PE), IO inefficiency (IO), compiler regression (CR), and unnecessary process communication (UPC).

IV. RQ2: Fixing Performance Inefficiency

This section discusses the performance optimization techniques we frequently observed in our empirical study. We used similar evidence-based approach as discussed in Section III for bug fix categorization.

A. Micro-architecture specific optimization

We observed that 64 commits (34.4%) are related to micro-architecture-specific algorithm optimization. These optimizations include locality optimization for cache and memory (4), strength reduction (6), use of data types that reduces computation and memory overhead (4), choosing architecture-specific fast instruction (3), architecture-specific logic modification (3), and reduced precision arithmetic (3).

a) Operator strength reduction: Strength reduction is an optimization technique that replaces micro-architecturally expensive operations such as division, square-root, and exponential operation with a less expensive operation. For instance, the CasADi-29b6882 commit replaces the expensive integer division (20-26 clocks for 32-bit division) with a low overhead addition operation (1 clock cycle) in the get_nz function.

b) Use of data types that reduces computation and memory overhead: Data types with bigger sizes may incur significant latency compared to the smaller ones. When the algorithm permits, choosing a data type with lower bytes can improve performance. For instance, the GROMACS-85c36b9 commit reports that OpenCL’s AMD version implements float3 as 16 bytes. By replacing the float3 with a standard 4-byte float, the kernel improves the register utilization and observes 1.25x and 1.4x for the Ewald and RF force-only kernels on AMD Vega GPU, respectively.

c) Architecture specific fast instruction: One example of such performance commit is OpenBLAS-2d6b804, where it reported OpenBLAS dgemm performance dropped on Ryzen 7 3700X CPU due to high latency vpermpd instruction used in the kernel. The commit replaces the instruction with low latency, high throughput vpermilpd instruction in the kernel.

1) Data locality optimization: The empirical study found that 42 commits (21%) are data locality optimization, including data structure optimization (7), tuning computational kernel size (6), reordering memory reference to improve temporal and spatial locality (5), reducing GPU-global memory access (5), thread-aware data access (3), improve register/cache utilization via blocking (2), avoid memory de-reference by storing data in register (2), memory pre-fetching and pinning (2).

a) Data structure optimization: Data structures that promote regular memory access improves spatial locality and thus lower the memory access latency. C++’s STL library provides std::vector and std::array. Both of the containers store objects in contiguous memory locations and thus cache efficient when accessed sequentially. On the other hand, STL’s std::list is a doubly linked list and may incur a significant performance bottleneck in the cache. As a result, the CGAL-8855eb5 commit reported that it changed the lists to vectors in the code and observed performance improvement.

b) Reorder memory reference for data reuse: Optimization by reordering memory references improves temporal locality and thus improves cache utilization. One such example is the OpenBLAS-45fd995 commit as shown in Listing 9,
which reorders the memory references, ptr_a0 and ptr_b0, to immediately reuse the pointers after first use.

```c
for (k_count = k; k_count > 1; k_count -= 2) {
  LOAD_A_PAIR(0);
  ptr_a0 += 16 * 2;
  BROADCAST_B_PAIR(1, 2); MATMUL_4X(0, 1, 2);
  ptr_b0 += 4 * 2;
  BROADCAST_B_PAIR(1, 1); MATMUL_4X(0, 1, 1);
  BROADCAST_B_PAIR(1, 0); MATMUL_4X(0, 1, 0);
  ptr_b0 += 4 * 2;
  BROADCAST_B_PAIR(0, 2); MATMUL_4X(0, 0, 2);
  ptr_b0 += 4 * 2;
  BROADCAST_B_PAIR(0, 1); MATMUL_4X(0, 0, 1);
  ptr_a0 += 16 * 2;
  BROADCAST_B_PAIR(0, 0); MATMUL_4X(0, 0, 0);
  ptr_a0 += 16 * 2;
}
```

Listing 9. Reordering memory references.

c) Reducing GPU-global memory access: As we discussed in section III-B1, reducing GPU global memory reference can significantly improve application performance. For example, the QUDA-aa7049a commit eliminates the global GPU memory access by loading the data on the read-only data cache by explicitly calling __ldg (Read-Only Data Cache Load) intrinsic.

In addition to reducing global memory access, our study finds other GPU memory optimizations, including memory coalescing, avoiding GPU texture memory, asynchronous data transfer between host and device, and configuring shared cache sizes.

B. Domain specific optimization

We found that 27 performance commits (14.5%) are domain-specific optimization. These optimizations include eliminating unnecessary operation (8), reducing iteration or iterative data structure traversal (8), batching repeated function calls (3), domain-specific reduction of asymptotic complexity (3), avoiding unnecessary communication (2), code specialization (2) and lazy house-keeping to reduce resource management related overhead (1).

a) Eliminating unnecessary operation: This category of optimization was implemented to eliminate unnecessary function calls, traversal, memory allocation, or memory references. For instance, HYPRE’s rocSPARSE is a BLAS library for sparse computation implemented on AMD’s Radeon Open Compute ROCm runtime. In the original implementation of hpyreDevice_CSRSpGemmRocsparse function, it sorted the CSR matrix by calling the hpyre_SortCSRrocsparse function. However, the commit HYPRE-827e799 suggests that the sort is unnecessary for this implementation and eliminating them provides "substantial performance savings".

b) Reduce loop iteration/traversal of data structure: Our study finds 8 commits eliminate unnecessary data-structure traversal by early bailing out the loop iteration. One example is OpenMM’s getByMass function, where the code iterated the entire periodic table to search for an element that has an immediate higher mass than the target mass. However, since the periodic table is sorted by monotonically increasing element mass, iterating up to the first element that has a higher mass than the target is sufficient. The commit OpenMM-8b9cf36 implements the optimization and reports that a test case enjoys a runtime speedup of 19×.

C. Guiding the compiler for missed optimization

We found 27 commits (14.5%) explicitly guiding the compiler for missed compiler optimization. These include function inlining (4), scalar replacement (1), enabling compile time evaluation (5), and various loop optimizations (17).

a) Function inlining: The libMesh-e0374af commit inlines is_between(), the helper function for further compiler optimization. As a result, the commit reports the single line enjoys 6.3× speedup.

b) Loop unrolling: The ArrayFire-928e77a explicitly unrolls the loop using OpenMP directive. #pragma unroll. Loop unrolling further enables several compiler optimizations, including vectorization and instruction-level parallelism. The commit reports an improvement of 1.2× in runtime.

c) Loop invariant code motion: The libMesh-1ad4f2 commit moves the build_side_list and build_node_list outside the loop to avoid redundant allocation and sort operations. The commit reports O(Nsplits/Nprocs) times performance improvement.

D. Domain and architecture agnostic algorithm and data-structure optimization

This category of performance commits implements domain or architecture-agnostic optimizations for algorithms or data-structure traversal. We found that 17 commits (9.1%) adopt this category of optimization.

a) Reducing asymptotic complexity of search algorithm: One such example is the GROMACS-a711d41 commit that implements binary search for molecule lookup in atoms_to_settles function, reducing the time-complexity of lookup to O(log n). In another instance, the mlpack-198e8e8 commit implements a priority queue for neighbor search algorithm where it performs the “peek” operation at O(1) time.

b) Use of fast data structure interface: The data-structure libraries such as C++’s STL provides various data structure containers. However, the efficiency of the data structures depends on the use case. For instance, C++’s STL provides a contiguous data structure std::array and std::vector. However, std::array is a static array whose size is known at compile time and allocated inside stack memory. As a result, arrays are not re-sizeable. On the other hand, std::vector is a dynamic array residing on a heap that can grow and shrink at runtime. Despite the dynamic allocation capability, allocating std::vector suffers from memory allocation overhead while std::array does not. Applications that know the size of the contiguous memory during compile-time can benefit from low overhead std::array over std::vector. We found that the ArrayFire-ee30e27 commit replaces the std::vectors with std::array.
c) Caching/Memoization/Lookup table: We found that caching and memoization eliminated redundant computation and redundant traversal (3). Additionally, static lookup tables eliminate expensive runtime evaluation (2).

For instance, CGAL’s RemoveCurveFromStatusLine function searches the curve to be removed from the status line implemented using STL’s multi-set container. However, the caller function, HandleLeftCurves, iteratively calls RemoveCurveFromStatusLine to remove the consecutive curves. Since multi-set stores the curves in sorted order, it is unnecessary to search for the next curve. In fact, the commit CGAL-351249b eliminates the unnecessary search by advancing the container iterator in the first call and caching it for the next call.

E. Introduce parallelism and Balancing parallel load

We found 17 commits (9.1%) introduce parallelism in code, and 11 commits (5.9%) fix the parallel load imbalance in the source code. The commits introduce parallelism by explicitly calling vector intrinsics (5), pthread based task parallelism (3), or by OpenMP-based parallel directives (2) and OneAPI (1). The commit that fixes the performance bugs related to parallel load imbalance uses techniques such as tuning task size (9), explicitly setting thread numbers (4), reducing parallelization (3), and sorting workload and schedule (1).

F. Memory management

Our empirical study finds 13 commits (7%) that fix the poor memory management-related performance bugs. These fixes include avoiding memory leaks by freeing allocated memory (5), pre-allocation to avoid repeated allocation (4), increasing memory size (1), using efficient memory management API (2), and using object reference rather than copy (1).

G. Eliminate unnecessary synchronization/barrier

Our study finds 7 commits (3.8%) fix synchronization/barrier-related performance bugs. These fixes include eliminating unnecessary lock (3), efficient lock implementation with atomic intrinsic (1), replacing strong consistency with a weaker one (1), eliminating unnecessary synchronization (1), and rewriting kernel to make memory access GPU warp-synchronous (1).

V. RQ3: Bug Fixing Effort

To understand the effort required to fix HPC performance bugs, we analyzed all the confirmed performance bugs. For measuring bug fixing effort, we adopted two metrics: (1) patch size (LOC) and (2) files changed (count). Code-fixing complexity is measured by patch size (LOC) and files modified (count). Patch size (LOC) indicates how many lines are modified, and files modified (count) indicates how many files are modified to fix the bug. Similar to prior SE research [43], [40], we adopted LOC and file changes as an indicator for bug-fixing efforts. In our study, we also find these metrics justify the effort of fixing the bug. For instance, data locality-related performance bugs such as mlpack-723dea8 often require many lines of code modification due to several access locations within the source code. Intuitively, if a bug is complicated to fix, it would require applying fixes with multiple lines and multiple source file locations.

For our comparison, we have randomly selected 186 non-performance bugs from our existing 23 projects. We didn’t select any non-performance bug from other repositories which would make the comparison unreliable. In our analysis presented in Figure 3, we can see on average for performance issues, bug-fixing patches require around 80 lines whereas for non-performance it requires less than 50 lines. It shows that fixing performance bugs takes more effort than non-performance bugs. In addition to that, the number of files required to fix a performance bug is higher than non-performance bugs. To statistically validate the observations of performance and non-performance bugs, we conducted a Mann-Whitney U-test [52]. p-values for patch size and the number of files changed are 0.00001 and 0.0455, respectively, which is less than 0.05 (statistically significant). From this, we can conclude that fixing performance bugs requires more effort than fixing non-performance bugs.

Although the above-mentioned metrics are widely adopted to quantify bug-fixing complexity, however, LOC falls short in indicating how much effort it required to identify the root cause of the performance bugs. Often identifying performance bugs require rigorous debugging effort. The commits rarely provide information on debugging efforts. For this reason, in addition to LOC and file changes, we further measure the skill level of bug-fix committees, which we discuss in the following section.

VI. RQ4: Developer Expertise for Perf Bug Fix

Due to the complex underlying implementation of HPC applications, fixing performance bugs requires HPC domain-specific knowledge. To quantify the domain expertise of the developers in the HPC projects, similar to prior work [53] [54] [55], we define an HPC skill vector: $dev_s = (w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n)$, where each dimension corresponds to one HPC skill category.
We construct this skill vector for individual developers who have contributed to their respective HPC projects by analyzing both the commit message and the code, taking into account the possibility that an expert committer may make a commit without a message. For this purpose, first, we list the keywords of each skill category as shown in Table II. Then we search these keywords in all the submitted commits of each developer. We use the email addresses to identify each committer. If any keyword terms corresponding to an HPC skill category are present inside a developer’s commit, we assume the committing developer has that skill; hence we increment the corresponding skill weight value $w_i$ of that developer by one. We then calculate the HPC skill score for each developer by averaging their skill weights for each category as shown in Equation 1. We further performed log transformation on this score for convenient representation and statistical analysis.

$$HPCSScore(dev_i) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i}{n} \quad (1)$$

By comparing the skill scores among the developers, we aim to answer whether the fixer of performance bugs is relatively more experienced or not. To understand the role of domain expertise, we also obtain the skill score of the committers of the 186 performance fixes. We then compared these skill scores with all the developers in the 23 projects. Figure 4(a) shows the HPC expertise score of the performance committer vs. the overall expertise of the developers in all projects we studied. The results show that the median HPC skill scores of the performance-fixing developers are higher (2.245) when compared to the median skill score of all developers (0.301). Mann-Whitney U-test on the result returned $P$-value as 0.001, which is less than 0.05, suggesting that this result is statistically significant. This analysis proves that performance-fixing developers have significantly higher domain expertise in HPC. Additionally, we plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) on the HPC skill score in Figure 4(b). We draw the CDF to plot the skill distribution of all the committers in the HPC projects. This distribution indicates how skilled the HPC application developers are. As a result, maintaining highly performant scientific applications becomes challenging.

![Figure 4(a)](a) HPC skill score of developers - overall vs performance-fixing committer (outlier omitted), (b) CDF on HPC skill score of all developers.

### VII. Threats to Validity

Threats to internal validity may be connected to how performance issues are categorized. The absence of any documentation to substantiate the code’s original intent can introduce a level of bias into this procedure. Therefore, all the authors independently examined the performance bugs to minimize any bias and worked out disagreements until a consensus was reached. The taxonomy construction also adhered to meticulous manual analysis techniques, which are only confirmed once agreed upon by all authors, to determine whether the issue is performance-related or not and the root causes of the performance bugs. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that mistakes may inevitably occur during the manual procedure.

We considered the various HPC project types to ensure validity and conducted manual analysis project-wise. This allows us to compare the different kinds of bugs fairly and determine which types of bugs are most widespread in a particular project.

Other threats can be related to the external validity, which is how well our taxonomy generalizes outside of the dataset because our study evaluated 186 performance commits from 23 projects. Our manual project selection may cause some projects with large commits to be filtered out and it is possible that we missed some of the sub-domain as well. However, these projects have been carefully selected, and we considered both small and large-scale projects in various domains to maintain good coverage. Additionally, it is challenging to increase the dataset because HPC is a vast field with various projects, not each of which was well-maintained at the time of our study. Apart from that, the manual analysis required much labor; each individual contributed roughly 480 hours to collecting and examining the issues. Nevertheless, we believe our findings will inform the HPC application developers and provide more insight into the future of HPC performance bug detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Keyword terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gpu</td>
<td>gpu, <strong>device</strong>, cuda, nvidia, kepler, warp, opencl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vectorization</td>
<td>lxvp, vector, simd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory/data locality</td>
<td>std::array, cache, prefetch, memory, locality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compiler optimization</td>
<td>unroll, const, inline, static.*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task optimization</td>
<td>openmp, omp, parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concurrency</td>
<td>lock, semaphore, mutex, barrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data-structure library</td>
<td>std::array, std::vector, std::set, DynamicList, arma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>memory management</td>
<td>leak, alloc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table II](a) Keyword terms used for each HPC skill category.
VIII. DISCUSSION

The findings of our empirical study provide valuable insights into the HPC performance bugs and the required efforts toward mitigation.

First, our study finds a wide range of root causes of performance inefficiencies in HPC applications. To fix these performance bugs, the HPC application developers need in-depth knowledge about underlying hardware architecture, parallel programming models, data-structure libraries, compiler optimization techniques and their limitations, resource scheduling strategies of the runtime, and finally, the problem domain for domain-specific optimization opportunities. Due to cognitive overload, it becomes challenging for HPC application developers to write efficient code.

Second, our study finds that fixing performance bugs requires significantly more effort than non-performance bugs. Furthermore, fixing performance bugs require higher domain expertise. However, highly skilled developers are limited in number. As a result, maintaining highly performant scientific applications becomes challenging.

To overcome the challenges, the HPC developer community requires innovation in performance analysis tools, performance portable frameworks and runtimes, and recommender systems for writing high performance code. Our study makes two contributions toward the goal. First, it highlights the performance bugs frequently appearing in real-world HPC applications to guide the SE research community. Second, our study further curates a labeled dataset of performance bugs and fix patterns. On the one hand, this dataset will help to develop bug detection tools; on the other hand, the fix pattern datasets will help to build recommender systems to write efficient code.

IX. RELATED WORKS

A. Studies on performance bugs

Performance bugs are a major contributor to performance degradation and resource waste in real-world software systems [41]. There has been a wide array of empirical studies on performance bugs that investigated performance bug characteristics. These studies investigate the mobile applications [43], [56], desktop or server applications [11], [13], [57], highly configurable software [42], and JavaScript systems [58].

More recently, several literatures study the domain-specific performance bugs, such as inefficient code on accelerators (i.e GPUs) [59], sub-optimal compiler code generation [9], autonomous vehicles [60], block-chain [61] and deep learning (DL) systems [62]–[65]. Unlike prior work, we perform an empirical study on the real-world HPC performance bugs. Also, since the scope of this work is to holistically characterize the performance bug in HPC, we left the comparative analysis of HPC and non-HPC performance bugs as future work.

B. Analyzing performance bugs in HPC applications

There is a substantial body of research that develops performance analysis tools for HPC applications [66]–[70]. The HPC community relies on these performance analysis tools to identify performance bugs. However, the capability of current performance tools is limited. First, performance measurement often causes significant runtime overhead for the HPC application [8]. Second, while performance profiling tools can identify the code regions that spend significant time, they often fail to guide the developer with a meaningful performance optimization strategy. It’s the expert developers’ responsibility to fix the performance bugs. Our empirical study complements the performance analysis tools, guides novice developers toward possible optimizations, and provides insights for the tool community to develop sophisticated performance analysis tools.

X. CONCLUSION

In this study, we performed an empirical analysis on 1729 potential performance commits from 23 open-source HPC projects and identified 186 commits that were related to performance issues. Through manual analysis, we classified the performance bugs and fixes into ten and seven categories, respectively. Moreover, our analysis identified that fixing HPC performance bugs requires more effort and expertise than non-performance bugs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical study of the real-world HPC application performance bug. Our study provides a list of insights for HPC application developers. We hope our study will inspire software engineering researchers to innovate tools and techniques to reduce the developer burden.
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